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May 9, 1977

Dr. I. Tagaya
National Institute of Health
Murayama Annex, Nakato
Musashimurayama
Tokyo 190-12, JAPAN

Dear Dr. Tagaya,

I have become very much impressed with the work done by
Dr. M. Takahashi of Osaka University and his associates on an
attenuated varicella virus vaccine. Enclosed herewith is a copy
of an article that I wrote recently which, with a few editorial
modifications, will soon be printed in the JAMA as a Commentary.
I believe the time has come for other investigators outside of
Japan to become involved in this work. I have recently returned
from a trip to Italy where I have engendered an interest in
testing some of the Takahashi varicella vaccine in children in
Italy. In discussing this matter with our mutual friend,
Dr~ Italo Archetti, as well as with my friends at the SCLAVO
Institute who would be doing the serological work on the
children before and after vaccination the question had arisen
as to whether or not the National Institute of Health in Japan
has tested any of the multiple preparations of the Takahashi
vaccine that was used in the various ,tests on Japanese children.
I would app rec ia t.e .it; ve-r:ymuch if you could make this inquiry
from rile app ropr i.a te persons ofth~ NIH in Japan and let,me know
what you have learned or have them communicate with me di rect.Ly ,

I have also discussed this matfer with Dr. Frank Perkins while
I was in Europe. If the obp~~vations of Takahashi et al in Japan
can receive independent confirmation, it would be desirable to
discuss some preliminary requirements for an attenuated varicella
vaccine prior to expanding clinical trials on a larger scale.

Best wishes and kindest personal regards.
Sincerely, /
~u.~./~

Albert B. Sabin, M. D.
ABSjtak
Enclosure: Copy of my JAMA manuscript
Co ies: Dr. I. Archetti Dr. F. Perkins, Dr. F. Massone
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